Abstract: Quantum decoherence leads to non-unitary evolution of quantum systems and introduces noncontrollable aspects. For composite systems, the number of decoherence parameters always scales exponentially with the system size. In this work, we adopt a so-called compressive sensing technique to logarithmically reduce original data required to recover system dynamic process and reconstruct decoherence parameters. With appropriate approximations, a key linear constraint is obtained to build connection between unknown decoherence parameters and input/output data. This linearization approach for compressive sensing will provide an efficient way for theoretical and experimental studies on decoherence quantum system.
INTRODUCTION
It is essential for high-fidelity quantum computation to preserve coherence of quantum systems. However, decoherence is unavoidable due to environment noise and unknown instability factors. Theoretical mechanism to understand decoherence and experimental techniques to suppress it are both not fully developed, and thus it is difficult to study quantum processes in practice, such as quantum computation (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000) , quantum search (Grover, 1997) , and quantum coding (Ekert, 1991) . Although great efforts have been made to avoid or reduce decoherence effect, the results are not very satisfying (Bacon, 2003) .
For multi-level systems, there exists different decoherence channels. In order to reduce or eliminate decoherence, we need to know details about these channels e.g. where does the decoherence occur and what is the underlying pattern (Mohseni and Rezakhani 2009; Kofmanand and Korotkov 2009) . Moreover, parameters for describing quantum decoherence process always increase exponentially with the size of a composite system, e.g. a multi-particle system (Attal et al., 2006) . In this paper, we shall employ a so-called compressive sensing technique (Donoho, 2006; Candes and Wakin 2008) , which is a newly developed powerful tool in field of signal processing and wildly used in computational mathematics, sparse sampling, imaging and tomography, to investigate decoherence process. In frame of the Lindblad master equation, we make an effective approximation to build a linear constraint for reconstructing decoherence parameters with compressive sensing. The paper is arranged as follows: in Sec.II, a brief review of Lindblad master equation for describing a general decohecence systems is provided, and the physical meaning of the decohecence parameters and sparsity of the coefficients matrix are explained. In Sec.III, we demonstrate how to obtain a linear expression to connect the final state and the decoherence parameters, and then look into the restricted isometry property (RIP) briefly. Finally, conclusions and discussions are given in Sec. IV.
LINDBLAD EQUATION AND DECOHERENCE PARAMETERS

Basic Concepts of Lindblad Equation
In quantum mechanics, an open system interacting with environment always experiences non-unitary evolution. This coupling causes information loss from the system to the environment and induces dissipation and dephasing. In this paper, we will adopt rigorous mathematical treatment of this decoherence problem. Assume that the system-environment composition evolves unitary and (i) the evolution of the system density matrix is Markovian, i.e. the evolution only depends on the present state of the system, (ii) the evolution is completely positive, i.e. the final state is positive semidefine which makes the physical probability non-negative, and (iii) the system and environment density matrices are initially decoupled (Lindblad, 1976; Alickiand et al., 1987) . After taking partial trace over the environment, we obtain a reduced density matrix which represents the state of the system, and the evolution of this density matrix is governed by Lindblad master equation
where ( ) t ρ is the time-dependent density matrix of the system, H is the system Hamiltonian and N is the system dimension. Equation (1) χ should also be positive semi-define. This will be one constraint in reconstruction of χ with compressive sensing.
Decoherence Parameters and Physical Meaning in An NLevel Quantum System
For a discrete N-level quantum system, we generally represent these levels by energy eigenvectors, namely {1 , , } N … . When the basis is determined, so are the matrix presentations of the system state and the Hamiltonian. The decoherence parameters αβ χ can only be fixed after matrix basis{ } F is determined. In the rest of this section, we will show how to select a suitable matrix basis to preserve the sparsity of the coefficient matrix. Furthermore, meaning of the decoherence parameters under this basis will be discussed.
Since the only requirement of { } F is that they span the whole 
Let us consider a system with only one non-zero decoherence parameters, namely 11 χ with 1 1 0 0
. In this case, Lindblad Equation (1) reduces to
in which the Lindblad term could be recast in matrix form as 12 1
If the Hamiltonian H only involves the subspace spanned by{ 2 , , } N … , the initial state of the system (0) ρ also has population only in this subspace. Thus we can assert that the unitary evolution of the system governed by
is self-consistent with these conditions which includes the Hamiltonian, the initial condition and the decoherence parameters. Due to the existence and uniqueness of solutions to ordinary differential equation problems with initial value, we find that the system actually evolves just within this N-1 subspace unitarily. This clarifies the physical property of the decoherence parameters 11 According to analysis above, the exact meaning of the decoherence parameters is explained, and now we will show why we choose this Hermitian basis. Consider a general Nlevel system as show in Fig.1 . The decoherence induced by nearest-neighbour levels interactions corresponds to the superdiagonal and subdiagonal elements in χ , and other off-diagonal elements mean the decoherence induced by "long-range" interactions. Since in a general N-level system, the nearest-neighbour interactions are often much larger then "long-range" interactions, all off-diagonal elements except the superdiagonal and subdiagonal ones, are almost zero.
Therefore, χ is sparse. Furthermore, in this matrix basis, the necessary condition for using compressive sensing, i.e. sparsity, is satisfied. An explicit example is given to show the decoherence matrix is actually diagonal when considering an electric field interacts with a multi-level system and the environment is thermal reservoir (Breuer and Petruccione, 2003) .
LINEARIZATION OF FINAL STATE AND RIP FOR TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
Time Evolution of System and Linearization of Final State
In quantum information processing, the system size scales exponentially with the number of qubits. As shown in Shabani et al. (2011a) , identification error of the system could be done with just a logarithmic number of input/output data which is linear with respect to the size of a composite system. This is also valid in our N-level systems.
To identify the decoherence parameters of the system with extremely small data by reconstructing these parameters with compressive sensing, we need to get a linear constraint which is crucial in minimization algorithm. This constraint should connect the input/output and the unknown decoherence parameters. Here, the method proposed by Shabani et al. (2011b) is employed to investigate the short-time behaviour of the system and then obtain the linear constraint for (1) and comparing the time expansion with the same order, we have:
for 0,1, 2, n = . Equation (4) is an iterative formula which allows us to obtain 1 n ρ + from n ρ . Since 0 ρ is just the input state of the system when 0 t = , we could get 1 ρ directly:
By the same way, we will find that 2 ρ contains quadratic terms with respect to the decoherence parameters αβ χ , such
. To overcome this quadratic obstacle and get a linear expression, we just keep the first order term 1 ρ , neglect 2 ρ and other higher-order terms. This approximation is reasonable when t is small enough, that is, the system just evolves over a short time.
Final system state ( ) t ρ , with this approximation, reduces to
Then we could get the output data, i.e. average value, as follows 0 0
in which M is an observable we pick up to detect the system. Denote y as the input/output, and we have 0 0 l is the 1 l norm. Now, the key issue for using compressive sensing in our problem is to prove RIP for Φ .
Although it might be difficult to exhibit a matrix which provably obeys RIP, it holds with overwhelming probability fortunately for a random constructed transfer matrix. Following the discussions in Shabani et al. (2011a) , we could choose initial input states p ρ and final observable p M randomly. Since p indicates row index of Φ , we get a row independent random matrix after randomly choosing of input/output. By concentration property of a random matrix (Baraniuk et al., 2008 ) and Hoeffding's concentration inequality for bounded vector, we can prove that the probability of a failure of RIP decreases exponentially with total input/output configurations number lm .This is the key observation to use compressive sensing to recover decoherence parameters with extremely few resources.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a linearization approach is proposed to simplify the expression of the final state of a quantum system with decoherence. With reasonable assumption, i.e. the system only evolves over a short period time, χ . This compressive sensing method reduces the input/output configurations logarithmically, making it possible to obtain the best approximation values of all decoherence parameters with just a few data. In real experiments, data acquisition always requires rigorous laboratorial conditions such as ultra-low temperature, high vacuum, and fast operation of the system and it challenges to maintain these conditions for a relative long time to get enough experimental data.
The technique proposed here allows us to identify decoherence parameters efficiently. Key information of the decoherence system, such as where does the decoherence happen and what is the relation between two spatial separated decoherence, facilitates us to locate it. Furthermore, control strategies based on these results could be applied to the quantum systems to weaken or even avoid the decoherence effect, and make the system as pure as possible.
